
GIVING BIRTH NARRATIVE ESSAY

Free Essay: Pregnancy and childbirth are a part of nature. Delivering a child can be a beautiful experience. However,
delivery can also be very painful and.

I was taken to the fourteenth floor, room  I just wanted it to stop. I wonder, too, how much I have internalized
about what I explain to them and whether my own body has also learned what my mind had already learned
and accepted. I fiddled with my thumbs and watched the news on the TV. The birth was not the way some
people had described it. While not necessarily the description you'd expect or want from the guy examining
your ladybits, I knew what he meant. I was confident in my doctor's ability to monitor any potential risks and
accepted the likelihood of another C-section should any issues arise. Believing is essential because if the
trainer believes, the pregnant woman will also believe and will more easily put the theory she is learning into
practice. With my first son being in the NICU and my health precarious even after delivery, it was two days
before I saw my oldest for the first time and even longer before I was able to hold and nurse him. Anything to
make it a story with a conflict and a resolution. A child is a miracle given to us from God and the video shows
all the stages in great detail and explains the process in steps anyone can understand. During this time, I also
received training to be a HypnoBirthing practitioner, a process that made a deep impression on me. A cesarean
is a healthy method for the baby. The voices of my mother, nurse, midwife and doctor floated in the air and
dissipated. I was disappointed to not have the experience I felt I'd missed out on the first time, but that feeling
vanished when my healthy, full-term baby was placed on my chest almost immediately after delivery. A
C-section is not the end of the world and can actually be a positive experience. When the nurse told me it was
too late for an epidural, I would have sobbed if I'd had the strength. I switched on my relaxation recording.
One, two, three, four, She gave me a knowing smile, then after a brief discussion with the doctor, told me that
I was free to walk around the labor and delivery unit to get labor progressing, and if I kept moving until 7, the
doctor taking over the next shift was more amenable to VBACs. They had a big bath tub filled up for me, so
that I may labor an under water birth. You need to connect the beginning to the end, and add some tension The
team on night duty was sitting around eating a pizza.


